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Highlights for professionals and hobby craftsmen: 
The new "IMPULSE" promotion from GEDORE red 
 

 
The IMPULSE from GEDORE red comes out with a whole new look on 01.04.2021. On 44 pages, the 
promotion offers a wide range of selected new products and highlights that are available at particularly 
favourable conditions. A look inside is worthwhile for professional and hobby craftsmen alike. 
 
The new IMPULSE presents 62 tool solutions, which also include eleven novelties and highlights: from 
screwdrivers and socket sets to extensive tool sets. The functions and features of these products are 
explained in detail and clearly on newly designed special pages. 
 
The range of socket spanner and tool sets in the case has been further developed and expanded based on 
customer needs. The new IMPULSE therefore offers a particularly large number of new products and 
highlights in this area: the 138-piece universal set ALLROUND in an aluminium case (R46007138, RRP € 
379.61 incl. VAT), the tool set Measuring-Cutting-Screwing with 43 pieces (R38003043, RRP € 101.03 incl. 
VAT) as well as the socket wrenches and the tool sets for the measuring and cutting tools. VAT) as well as 
the socket sets 1/4"+1/2" with 232 parts (R46003232, RRP 166.48 € incl. VAT) or 97 parts (R46003097, RRP 
141.61 € incl. VAT) and the 69-piece socket set 1/2" SERVICE (R46003069, RRP 184.33 € incl. VAT). 
 
But the MAXIMUS 2-component screwdriver (R38011005, RRP € 17.26 incl. VAT), which was already part of 
the GEDORE red Advent calendar, is now also newly available on the market. The screwdriver is also one of 
the highlights, as is the pliers spanner (R28184010, RRP € 41.11 incl. VAT) as a new multi-talent in the tool 
range. 
 
These and many other selected tool solutions in the new IMPULSE promotion from 
GEDORE red are available from 01.04.2021 to 31.03.2022. 
 
For more information, visit www.gedore.com. 
News, updates and stories about GEDORE red also on Facebook
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About GEDORE red: 

 

GEDORE is one of the world's leading partners for premium tools. Since 1919, the family-owned company 
from Remscheid has been manufacturing high-quality tools, special tools and customised solutions for 
diverse, safe and professional use in industry and trade. GEDORE combines the expertise of the entire group 
of companies into a strong brand that stands for exceptional quality, innovative strength, performance, 
reliability and outstanding service worldwide. 

Functional tools through concentration on the essentials and through innovative ideas - that is what 
GEDORE red stands for. The extensive range of DIN-tested hand tools includes power spanners, pliers, 
screwdrivers and impact tools, in addition to operating tools, workshop equipment, screwdrivers and 
torque spanners. Based on almost 100 years of GEDORE experience, combined with competence, passion 
and customer proximity, the tool manufacturer offers the GEDORE red product line - tools with high utility 
value that enable safe and precise work. Whether for private or professional use: GEDORE is at the user's 
side with smart tool solutions. 
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